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Abstract: Artificial intelligence (AI) provides a unique opportunity to help meet the demands of the future healthcare system. However, 
hospitals may not be well equipped to handle safe and effective development and/or procurement of AI systems. Furthermore, upcoming 
regulations such as the EU AI Act may enforce the need to establish new management systems, quality assurance and control mechanisms, 
novel to healthcare organizations. This paper discusses challenges in AI implementation, particularly potential gaps in current management 
systems (MS), by reviewing the harmonized standard for AI MS, ISO 42001, as part of a gap analysis of a tertiary acute hospital with 
ongoing AI activities. Examination of the industry agnostic ISO 42001 reveals a technical debt within healthcare, aligning with previous 
research on digitalization and AI implementation. To successfully implement AI with quality assurance in mind, emphasis should be put on 
the foundation and structure of the healthcare organizations, including both workforce and data infrastructure. 
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Introduction
The rapid advancements in Artificial Intelligence (AI) have significantly influenced several domains. As the technology 
continues to mature, attention has been drawn to implementing AI into healthcare, with the potential of improving 
effectiveness, personalizing treatment and diagnostics, improving patient safety, meeting the rising healthcare demands 
caused by an ageing population, and improving homecare to relieve the burden on often understaffed hospitals.1 

However, AI differs significantly from conventional software, thus, to mitigate the new associated risks, AI requires 
new methods for development, procurement, implementation, and management.

Given the risk that AI poses in healthcare and other sectors, entities such as the WHO have proposed regulatory 
considerations and frameworks for control and regulation.2 In the US this is being achieved partly by the “Blueprint for 
AI Bill”, but as it is non-binding, it requires implementation by all the federal agencies.3 Conversely, in the EU this is 
being addressed by the centralized EU AI Act.4,5 Globally, standards on AI are being developed by multiple organiza-
tions such as ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42, one being ISO/IEC 42001 Information technology – Artificial intelligence – 
Management system, and this has also been proposed as one of numerous future harmonized standards for the EU AI 
Act.6 Specifically, ISO 42001 provides guidance for establishing, implementing, maintaining and continually improving 
an AI management system within the context of an organization.

The introduction of ISO 42001 provides a standardized framework for management of AI and the corresponding 
risks. This paper adds to the discussion of potential challenges of AI implementation and operation management 
within healthcare, by reviewing the new standard as part of a gap analysis conducted at Akershus University 
Hospital.
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Risk Factors and Quality Assurance
AI as a field has a long history, and with its development the scope and definition of terminology, including subfields 
such as machine learning, have been dynamic.7 For the purpose of this paper we consider AI-systems in alignment with 
the ISO-definition: “the engineered system that generates outputs such as content, forecasts, recommendations or 
decisions for a given set of human-defined objectives”.8

Following the rapid development during the last decade, implementation of AI has become an increasingly investi-
gated field, with an extensive literature on the corresponding multifaceted risks.9,10 Among risk factors are technical, e.g., 
accuracy, reliability (data quality) and data security;11–13 ethical, e.g., privacy, equity, accessibility and informed consent, 
but also fairness and bias;14–16 and organizational, e.g., workforce displacement, acceptance, liability, and trust. 
Currently, a large proportion of AI systems are targeting decision support, running the risk of overreliance and 
automation-bias, as well as ignorance due to information or alarm fatigue.17 In addition to erroneous algorithmic results, 
these scenarios could potentially lead to unsound medical practice or liability concerns.18,19

In response to these risk factors, quality assurance frameworks have been suggested for AI.20 However, so far, most 
frameworks have been designed for single projects or model development in isolation.21,22 This is especially prevalent 
within research where AI has a longer history, and the primary focus on research quality metrics, e.g., reproducibility;23 but 
also domain-specific validation requirements.24 Similar frameworks have also been suggested for implementation projects, 
including validation and postimplementation evaluation.22,25 In this context, recommendations on management around AI 
implementations have also been suggested, with emphasis on building cross-disciplinary teams, clear problem formulations 
and set goals, data quality assurance, focus on implementation from the start including engaging end-users etc.26

Recently more thorough guidelines have been suggested for a complete life cycle, i.e., from concept to implementa-
tion to decommissioning. In a scoping review, suggestions based on 72 relevant guidance documents were made for 
healthcare.21 The process is divided into six stages, where recommendations are provided for preparation, development 
of AI, validation, development of software or application, impact assessment and implementation.

ISO 42001 is a standard for AI management, that adds an additional layer of considerations, by placing the individual projects 
in the context of an organization.6 This requires further understanding of the relation, needs and expectations of the AI system in 
relation to the organisation; appointing competent leadership, with a clear policy, resources, and commitment; and enabling 
a workforce with competence and awareness, with sufficient communication and documentation. Moreover, the lifecycle may 
vary widely among different solutions depending on implementation via in-house development or procurement of commercially 
available products, imposing further demands on operation, validation and improvement. Given management and governance of 
healthcare data is almost exclusively done by the hospitals themselves, with limited access to data by third parties, the rate of 
involvement, either through in-house development or collaboration, may significantly increase in the foreseeable future.

Although AI implementation within healthcare is still in its early stages, ISO 42001 gives a standardized framework 
with a broad scope. Reviewing ISO 42001 may thereby provide a basis for a discussion ground on challenges of AI 
implementation, and requirements for both safe adoption and compliance with upcoming regulation.20

Review and Gap Analysis
The aim of this paper was to add to the discussion of potential challenges of AI implementation in healthcare, particularly 
by reviewing the ISO 42001 standard from a healthcare perspective. To further expand on the perspective, a gap analysis 
of ISO 42001 was conducted at Akershus University Hospital, a large tertiary acute care hospital in Norway. The purpose 
of the gap analysis was to investigate the industry agnostic standard applied to a healthcare organization. The investiga-
tion is thereby limited, not adhering to requirements for statistical conclusions on the elements of the standard 
themselves, while still presenting discussion grounds as a case on AI implementation in healthcare.

The gap analysis was carried out in a process of understanding the requirements of ISO 42001, reviewing current 
practices, and identifying discrepancies. It was carried out by an inter-disciplinary working group with experts in AI, IT, 
health, information security, legal, business management, research and development, and management systems.
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Identified Challenges
ISO 42001 is structured similarly to other management standards such as ISO 9001 and ISO 14001, as well as information 
technology standards such as ISO 27001 and ISO 27701, with a set of 10 clauses common to all ISO management systems. In 
Norway many hospitals have already implemented ISO 9001 and ISO 14001, whilst some are additionally working towards ISO 
27001; numerous hospitals throughout the US and the UK are ISO 9001 certified. The implementation of the requirements listed 
in ISO 42001 may therefore often be built upon existing practices. Naturally, overlapping areas are easier to comply with, since 
most hospitals will already have good practices in place, for example risk management processes e.g., risk assessment and 
treatment, procedures for operational control, incident reporting, and performance evaluation e.g., internal control and manage-
ment review; all which can be adapted with adjustments for AI-specific requirements.

On the other hand, the examination identified that hospitals may lack the organizational maturity and technical resources 
regarding: (1) AI system development life cycle, for example specifications, design, verification and validation, deployment, 
operation and monitoring and technical documentation for AI systems; (2) data needs for AI systems, for example data 
governance policies and sound methods for data acquisition, data quality and data preparation. If these two topics are not 
sufficiently addressed, they pose a significant risk as they can have a negative impact on the safety and performance of the AI 
system.

AI System Development Life Cycle
The major difference in AI compared with conventional software and medical equipment is the life cycle. Traditional software 
operates based on predefined instructions and rules, following a set of programmed commands to perform a specific task. Due to 
the static nature, it is easily verifiable and unwanted behaviour can be removed through code changes. AI solutions, on the other 
hand, are adaptable without explicit programming through the use of large datasets. However, since the data are part of forming the 
model, in a non-linear instruction set, the end result may be more stochastic; requiring comprehensive validation. Improving the 
models often involves further training, and cannot be done through simple code changes. These considerable differences reflect 
necessary changes to traditional hospital management. The following have been identified as key areas to consider:

Validation (and development) - Due to the data dependency, local validation is required independent of internal development 
or procurement, to an extent not experienced with conventional software. Thereby, the organization needs a support function more 
akin to development teams with expertise on data selection and assessment, testing requirements and verification metrics. 
However, this assumes models are robust against domain shifts; in many scenarios domain adaptation or further improvements 
will be necessary, requiring deeper involvement of the implementing organization. For internal development, the support function 
evidently needs further knowledge on machine learning modelling and software engineering. Since hospitals are the biggest health 
data administrators, they must acknowledge they are “big data” custodians and thus build the necessary management, competence, 
and infrastructure to use these data to improve healthcare.

Operation requires continuous monitoring of performance, unintended use, information security threats, adverse 
events etc. Although most hospitals already have monitoring systems in place for both clinical and technical incidents, it 
is typically done by incidence reporting in silos, i.e., through separate systems. AI systems carry potential combined 
technical and clinical adversities, requiring aggregated reporting.

Improvement includes greater software control and facilitating updates. However, this can be challenging since 
hospitals lack the necessary software and data pipeline for continuous integration. If systems are procured from external 
vendors, they may need internal data in order to improve and update the systems. Furthermore, if these challenges are 
resolved, the EU Medical Device Regulation limits continuous improvement for medical device software, as updates may 
be deemed a “significant change”, thus potentially requiring re-certification.

If AI is to be implemented, which as discussed may have large benefits to healthcare organizations and society, 
a greater focus needs to be put onto enablers of the technology. This includes upskilling and recruiting a more multi-
disciplinary workforce that in addition to healthcare professionals, possesses competence across data science, software 
engineering, software implementation and operation, data management, information security, law and policy, and quality 
assurance to perform these tasks. Additionally, parts of the organizations may require transition towards management that 
reflects a more agile and software development-like approach.
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Data and Infrastructure
Organizations are potentially falling for the hype of AI before getting their house, or more so data, in order. An 
ongoing challenge is insufficient data governance and management, and more generally a misconception on data 
quality. Historically, hospitals have acquired data to provide healthcare services, allocate resources, manage 
finances, collect governance-related data, and track the quality of provided treatments. The format and structure 
of such data may be sufficient for the intended purpose, but can provide challenges when queried for general AI 
solutions. A typical example is the use of ICD-codes to annotate disease, traditionally used for administrative and 
financial purposes.27 In theory, diagnosis codes may seem like a potential candidate as ground truth data for AI 
training, validation or monitoring. However, the validity of ICD-codes is known to be limited,28 not adverse for 
administrative purposes, but detrimental as labelling for AI. Moving forward, not only is a thorough under-
standing of the data being used in development necessary, but potentially new medical data standards for the 
purpose of AI.

The challenge with building data pipelines in general is well known, particularly with regards to quality.12 For 
sufficient development, including validation, both availability and reliability is relevant. The former is currently 
a challenge within many healthcare organizations due to reliance on a mix of legacy and contemporary systems, often 
with ad hoc solutions; and lack of standards among data formats, including vendor locking. Reliability, as seen in the 
examples discussed above, is a challenge since data have not been collected with AI development in mind, but rather to 
be quickly accessible and read by humans. Although AI is reaching human capabilities on unstructured data, performance 
is still better on structured data while providing a simpler environment for validation. To sufficiently address the data 
challenges, enabling technology is necessary, often available in other industries but currently lacking within many 
healthcare organizations. This includes adequate data governance and management, beyond administrative use cases, 
with accessible standardized data formats and databases.

Conclusion
The findings from reviewing ISO 42001 and conducting a gap analysis align with previous research discussing the 
challenges of AI implementation, especially in regards to the AI life cycle.9,20,21 Additionally, with the industry agnostic 
nature of ISO 42001, the review reveals a potential large technical debt within healthcare, agreeing with previous 
observations in the digitalization literature.29 AI systems require deeper involvement by the healthcare organization, even 
when procured, compared with previous digital tools and software solutions. This is particularly evident in the 
requirements of the standard since the underlying data are administrated by the organizations themselves. For other 
industries, where the digitalization process has reached further,30 and where software is a larger part of the everyday 
business, adapting AI with the right quality assurance is a smaller step.31 Within many regards, hospitals are already data- 
driven entities, but lack modern software engineering and data management practices, since the degree of involvement in 
development and operation of software have previously been limited.10 At the current state, to appropriately implement 
and reach the full potential of AI, hospitals need to put more emphasis on the foundation, including both the workforce 
and infrastructure. The digital transformation of the organization, reaching sufficient management in relation to AI, is not 
only necessary to reduce risk and ensure the quality of care, but will also be a requirement to comply with upcoming 
regulation.
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